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ABSTRACT
A critical problem in the development of computer software is to identify badly
designed portions of code that can affect execution performance. The main goal of a
performance profiler is that of identifying which parts of the program should be
optimized in order to improve the global execution speed. Static analysis had a lot of
success largely in procedural and object-oriented paradigms in past years. But
nowadays, due to the dependency of modern day programs written in object-oriented
languages, such as java, C# etc, on the runtime features like interprocedural control
flow, dynamic libraries, polymorphism and late binding, the importance of dynamic
analysis has considerably increased. This is due to the fact that changes in the
development methodologies in the last years have created the need for the adoption of a
dynamic analysis of the behaviour of a program.
Program profiling is used to facilitate dynamic program analysis in order to investigate
a program’s behaviour using information gathered during program execution. Calling
context profiling is one of the key types of program profiling. Calling context profiles
have been found to be useful in program understanding and optimization. Calling
context can be organized in several ways like Dynamic Call Tree (DCT), Calling
Context Tree (CCT), Hot Calling Context Tree (HCCT), Approximate CCT (ACCT) and
Calling Context Uptree (CCU).
This work conducts performance analysis on all major calling context profiling data
structures using a set of cohesion and coupling metrics at package, class and method
levels applied on a set of open source Java applications. The performance parameters
considered are time, space and accuracy. The operations used for the required
comparison are tree construction and metric evaluation on the data extracted from the
trees. The results imply that DCT, CCT and CCU are all similar in metric accuracy but
vary in time and space requirements. ACCT, while incurring least time and space
overhead, generates highly inaccurate and misleading results. The performance of
HCCT is highly dependent on hot-context threshold chosen.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the software industry has become one of world‟s key industries.
The growth in large scale software development industry has taken a pace and has
become a „driving force‟. Due to its subtle impact on world‟s economy and society, it
has grabbed attention of researchers. One of the myriad goals of software engineering
research is to develop and evaluate tools and techniques that will help in performance
analysis, understanding and optimization of complex softwares. To provide more
functionality and to scale to hardware which provides much more instead of faster
cores, software is becoming increasingly complex. Developers need to know more
information to understand what the program was doing: they need to know the
dynamic execution context. Dynamic program analysis tools are extremely important
for understanding program behaviour. Calling Context profiling is a common
technique of dynamic analysis. This chapter describes the context and the main
contributions of this thesis, thus explaining how we contribute to that goal. This
chapter is organized as follows: software profiling concept is presented in Section 1.1.
Section 1.2 provides a comprehensive description of static and dynamic analysis
techniques. In Section 1.3, data collection techniques used by profilers are discussed.
Section 1.4 provides an overview of Calling Contexts and well-known data structures
to represent calling contexts. Section 1.5 discusses the motivation which formed the
basis of this thesis. The objectives of research are stated in Section 1.6. Chapter
summary is discussed in Section 1.7.
1.1 Software Profiling
In software engineering, profiling ("program profiling", "software profiling") is a form
of dynamic program analysis that measures, for example, the space (memory) or time
complexity of a program, the usage of particular instructions, or frequency and
duration of function calls. The most common use of profiling information is to aid
program optimization.
The development of computer software often leads to programs that are quite large
and typically modular, according to well-known principles from software engineering.
These programs are usually constituted of a large number of small routines, written by
several developers and eventually updated to introduce enhancements and new
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functionalities, sometimes introducing deviations from soft-ware's initial goals. When
a large program is compiled, it becomes important to pinpoint and optimize the pieces
of code that dominate the execution time. Actually, according to the 90-10 empirical
rule [1], 90% of the time is spent in executing 10% of the code: this rule suggests, in
accordance to the well-know Pareto principle, to optimize mostly this part of the
program to achieve remark-able improvements in terms of efficiency and execution
time.
Profiling is achieved by instrumenting either the program source code or its binary
executable form using a tool called a profiler (or code profiler). A number of different
techniques may be used by profilers to collect data, such as event-based, statistical,
instrumented, and simulation methods. The main goal of a performance profiler is that
of identifying which parts of the program should be optimized, in order to improve the
global execution speed. There are many other applications for profilers: for instance,
optimal memory allocation, intrusion detection, and understanding of program
behaviour.
1.2 Program Analysis
1.2.1 Static Analysis
Static program analysis is the analysis of computer software that is performed without
actually executing programs. In most cases the analysis is performed on some version
of the source code, and in the other cases, some form of the object code. The term is
usually applied to the analysis performed by an automated tool, with human analysis
being called program understanding, program comprehension or code review.
Software metrics and reverse engineering can be described as forms of static analysis.
Deriving software metrics and static analysis are increasingly deployed together,
especially in creation of embedded systems, by defining so-called software quality
objectives.
A growing commercial use of static analysis is in the verification of properties of
software used in safety-critical computer systems and locating potentially vulnerable
code. For example the following industries have identified the use of static code
analysis as a means of improving the quality of increasingly sophisticated and
complex software:
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1. Medical software: The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have
identified the use of static analysis for medical devices [2].
2. Nuclear software: In the UK the Health and Safety Executive recommends the
use of static analysis on Reactor Protection Systems [3].
3. Aviation software (in combination with dynamic analysis) [4].
The primary advantage of static analysis: It examines all possible execution paths
and variable values, not just those invoked during execution. Thus static analysis can
reveal errors that may not manifest themselves until weeks, months or years after
release. This aspect of static analysis is especially valuable in security assurance,
because security attacks often exercise an application in unforeseen and untested ways
[5].
1.2.2 Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic program analysis is the analysis of computer software that is performed by
executing programs on a real or virtual processor. For dynamic program analysis to be
effective, the target program must be executed with sufficient test inputs to produce
interesting behavior. Use of software testing techniques such as code coverage helps
ensure that an adequate slice of the program's set of possible behaviors has been
observed.
As software is becoming increasingly complex, developers need more support to
debug, understand, optimize, and test programs. Many tools based on static code
analysis have been developed in this respect. However, programs written in modern
languages make use of features such as virtual method calls and reflection that may
prevent static tools from accurately predicting the control-flow of programs.
Moreover, when it comes to performance optimization, it is essential for a developer
to locate hotspots, that is, portions of the code that are frequently executed; hot spots
can be found by running and profiling the program. Dynamic program analysis, an
analysis performed at runtime, is complementary to static approaches because no
single approach can find every error. Dynamic analysis collects information
corresponding to the actual execution of the program. Dynamic analysis tools support
software engineers in many development tasks, such as profiling, debugging (e.g.,
memory leak detection and data race detection), testing, program comprehension, and
reverse engineering.
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Static analysis techniques had a lot of success in the past years, especially in
procedural programming; nowadays they are used mainly by compilers to apply
optimizations to the code, preserving at the same time the semantic correctness. This
is due to the fact that changes in the development methodologies in the last years have
created the need for the adoption of a dynamic analysis of the behaviour of a program:
polymorphism, late binding, and dynamically linked libraries are emblematic of this
need. A static analysis would be inaccurate since the increasing shortage of
information forces the profiler to make conservative assumptions in its analysis, thus
under-mining the validity of the analysis in several cases.
The development of dynamic analysis tools has put several challenges also from a
methodological point of view, encompassing different areas:


Building efficient instrumentation techniques that introduce a moderated
slowdown on execution time and do not interfere with the internal logic of the
analyzed program (i.e. do not introduce heisenbugs).



Designing efficient algorithms to process huge amount of data with limited
time and resources.



Dealing with sometimes obscure optimizations introduced by compiler in the
executable code.

The primary advantage of dynamic analysis: It reveals subtle defects or
vulnerabilities whose cause is too complex to be discovered by static analysis.
Dynamic analysis can play a role in security assurance, but its primary goal is finding
and debugging errors.
The usefulness of dynamic analysis derives from two of its essential characteristics
[7]:
i.

Precision of information: Dynamic analysis typically involves instrumenting
a program to examine or record certain aspects of its run-time state. This
instrumentation can be tuned to collect precisely the information needed to
address a particular problem. For example, to analyze the shape of data
structures created by a program (lists, trees etc.), an instrumentation tool can
be created to record the linkages among heap-allocated storage cells.

ii.

Dependence on program inputs: The very thing that makes dynamic analysis
in-complete also provides a powerful mechanism for relating program inputs
and outputs to program behavior [6]. With dynamic analysis it is straight-
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forward to relate changes in program inputs to changes in internal program
behavior and program outputs, since all are directly observable and linked by
the program execution. Viewed in this light, dynamic and static analysis might
be better termed “input-centric" and “program-centric" analysis, respectively.
Dynamic and static analyses are complementary techniques in a number of
dimensions:


Completeness: In general, dynamic analyses generate dynamic program invariants", properties which are true for the observed set of executions. [8]
Static analysis may help determine or not these dynamic “invariants" truly are
invariants over all program executions. In the cases where the dynamic and
static analyses disagree, there are two possibilities:
i.

The dynamic analysis is in error because it did not cover a sufficient
number of executions;

ii.

The static analysis is in error because it analyzed infeasible paths
(paths that can never execute). Since dynamic analysis examines
actual program executions, it does not suffer from the problem of
infeasible paths that can plague static analyses. On the other hand,
dynamic analysis, by definition, considers fewer execution paths than
static analysis.



Scope: Because dynamic analysis examines one very long program path, it has
the potential to discover semantic dependencies between program entities
widely separated in the path (and in time). Static analysis typically is restricted
in the scope of a program it can analyze effectively and efficiently, and may
have trouble discovering such dependencies at a distance.



Precision: Dynamic analysis has the benefit of examining the concrete domain
of program execution. Static analysis must abstract over this domain in order
to ensure termination of the analysis, thus losing information from the start.
Abstraction can be a useful technique for reducing the run-time over-head of
dynamic analysis and reducing the amount of information recorded, but is not
required for termination.
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1.3 Data Collection Techniques used by Profilers
Profilers, which are also programs themselves, analyze target programs by collecting
information on their execution. Based on their data granularity, on how profilers
collect information, they are classified into following types:


Statistical profiler: A statistical profiler operates by sampling: it usually
probes the target program's counter on a regular basis using operating system
interrupts. The analysis performed by a statistical profiler is the result of a
statistical approximation, with a high error probability on infrequent functions
(sometimes they are not detected at all). In practice, these profiler can often
provide a more accurate analysis than other approaches, since they are not as
intrusive to the analyzed program (it is possible to achieve a near full speed
execution, so they can detect issues that would otherwise be hidden) and don't
have as many side effects (such as on memory caches). Moreover, a statistical
profiler can show the amount of time approximately spent in user mode versus
kernel mode by every analyzed routine. Several drawbacks due to the usage of
operating system interrupts can be overcome by using dedicated hardware to
capture the program counter without interferences on the execution of the
program under analysis.



Instrumentation based profiler: An instrumenting profiler modifies the
target program with additional instructions to collect the required information.
Instrumenting the program will always have an impact on the program
execution, typically introducing a slowdown and potentially causing
inaccurate results or heisenbugs. However, instrumenting a program in a
careful way can lead to a minimal impact and a very high degree of accuracy
in the results. The impact of instrumentation on a particular program depends
on many factors: the placement of instrumentation points, the mechanism used
to capture information, and the inner structure of the program to be analyzed.
Several instrumentation methodologies are available nowadays: manual (i.e.
performed by the programmer, by adding instructions to extract profiling
information), compiler assisted, binary translation, run time instrumentation,
and runtime injection.



Event-based profiler: An event-based profiler is typical of languages such as
Java, .NET, Python, and Ruby. In this case the runtime provides hooks to
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profilers, for trapping events like enter, leaves, object creation, exception etc.
These profilers are usually very flexible: for instance, it is possible to vary
both the profiling event and the sampling frequency.
1.4

Calling Contexts

A calling context is a sequence of routine calls that are concurrently active on the runtime stack and that lead to a program location. The utility of calling context
information was already clear in the 80s, and nowadays collecting context information
in modern object-oriented information is very challenging: since application are often
structured in a large number of small routines, the high frequency of function calls and
returns might result in considerable profiling overhead, huge amounts of data to be
analyzed by the programmer, and heisenbugs.
static int count;
void M ( ) {
for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++)
A();
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++)
B();
}
void A ( ) {
B();
C();
}
void B( ) {
count++ ;
if(count >= 3)
D();
else
return ;
}
void C ( ){
return ;
}
void D ( ){
return ;
}

Figure 1.1. Example java code.
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(a) DCT representation

(b) DCG representation

(c) CCT representation

Figure 1.2. Representations of calling context.
Context sensitive analysis: A context-sensitive analysis is an interprocedural analysis
that takes into account the calling context when analyzing the target of a function call.
Now, we define three well known data structures to represent calling context:


Call Graph: A call graph (CG) is a succinct representation of function
invocations: every function is represented as a vertex and every directed arc
shows a caller-callee relationship between two functions. The use of call graph
profiles was pioneered in the 80s by gprof [9]. Although this representation is
very space- and time- efficient, this approach can lead to misleading results
[10, 11] and partial comprehension of the behaviour of the program. For
example, path M->A->B->D shown in Figure 1.2 (b) never occurs during the
execution of java code given in Figure 1.1. For instance, in Figure 1.2 (b) the
call graph is missing the information that routine D is invoked by B only when
B is invoked by M (calling context M->B->D occurs two times, while M->A>B->D does not appear in the execution). Call graphs are used by edge
profilers and are not suited for the representation of context sensitive
information.



Dynamic Call Tree: In a dynamic call tree (DCT) each node represents a
different routine invocation: a new node is added for each method invocation
and then attached to the parent node (i.e., the caller method). This yields very
accurate context information, but requires extremely large (possibly
unbounded) space. DCT corresponding to the example code given in Figure
1.1 is represented in Figure 1.2. (a).



Calling Context Tree: The inaccuracy of call graphs and the huge size of call
trees have motivated the introduction of calling context trees (CCT) [12]. The
CCT is a succinct summary of the call tree; CCTs do not distinguish between
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different invocations of the same routine within the same context as shown in
Figure 1.2 (c).The CCT is a popular data structure for representing calling
context profiles. Each node in the CCT corresponds to a calling context and
stores the measured dynamic metrics for that particular calling context. The
CCT does not restrict which and how many dynamic metrics are stored in the
tree nodes. Common metrics include the number of method invocations, the
CPU time, the number of object allocations, and the amount of allocated
memory. CCT corresponding to example java code of Figure 1.1 is shown in
Figure 1.2(c). For instance we have chosen method invocations as the metric.
In Figure 1.2 (c), each node has method ID and method invocation metric. For
the context M->A->B, there is only one node in CCT which is repeated in
DCT. Thus CCT reduces space overhead of DCT preserving all occurred
contexts.
For some metrics M, it is useful to consider also the aggregated metrics ag(M)for subtrees of the CCT, in order to explore the overall costs of method executions, including
the costs incurred by all direct and indirect callees. In other words, for each CCT node
n, ag(Mn) is computed as the sum of the metric values Mx of all nodes x in the CCT
sub-tree rooted at node n. Aggregated metrics are usually not stored in the CCT nodes,
but are computed on demand. For instance, for a given CCT node n, the metric CPU n
shows the CPU time spent executing the instructions within the body of the method
mn represented by the node n, excluding the CPU time spent in callees of mn. In
contrast, the metric ag(CPU n) gives the overall CPU time spent in the calling context
corresponding to node n and in all callees. Common metrics where aggregation for
sub-trees helps locate performance problems include the CPU time spent in a calling
context or the amount of memory allocated in a calling context. Some other metrics,
such as the number of method invocations, are rarely aggregated.
Figure 1.4 shows a conceptual representation of the CCT [13] resulting from
executing the example Java code of Figure 1.3. Here, each node of the CCT stores
method name along with method invocations by their caller.

void main ( String [ ] args ) {
for ( int j = 0; j < 20; j ++) {
f(j);
g(j);
for ( int k = 1; k < j / 2 ; k++)
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h(k);
}
}
void f ( int n ) {
int k = g ( n ) ;
k=h ( k )* k ;
}
int g ( int n ) {
if ( n%2 = = 0)
return h ( n / 2 ) ;
else
return g ( n + 1 ) ;
}
void i ( int n ) {
n=n*n;
}
int h ( int n ) {
i(n);
return n-1 ;

}
Figure 1.3. Example Java Code.

main(string[] )
invocations:1

f(int)
invocations:20

g(int)
invocations:20

h(int)
invocations:10

i(int)
invocations:10

h(int)
invocations:20

g(int)
invocations:10

g(int)
invocation:20

h(int)
invocatins:10

i(int)
invocations:20

h(int)
invocations:10

h(int)
invocatins:72

g(int)
invocations:10

i(int)
invocations:10

i(int)
invocations:72

h(int)
invocations:10

i(int)
invocations:10

i(int)
invocations: 10

Figure 1.4. CCT generated from the example code.
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The CCT root node does not correspond to any particular method.
1.5

Motivations

During literature survey, it was found that most of the authors in their work have
introduced a large spectrum of run-time data structures to capture calling–context
information. Then, the following points constituted the motivations for my work
“Comparative Performance Analysis of Calling Context Profiling Data Structures”:


Niklaus Wirth famously noted, “Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs”
[17], and it follows that one of the most critical aspects of creating effective
applications is data structure selection.



Data organization is one of the defining characteristics in determining how
effectively applications can leverage hardware resources such as memory and
parallelism [21].



Indeed, it is not uncommon to find situations where simply changing the data
structures can result in orders of magnitude improvement in application
performance for many important domains. For example, scientific applications
leveraging matrix inversion [22] and matrix multiplication [18], information
mining from large databases [20], and analyzing genetic data for patterns [19],
are instances of criticality of data structure selection in an application tuning
process. According to [22], proper data structure selection can make the 2-D
table implementation used in that study 20 times faster.



Data structure selection and their tuning are one of the most critical aspects of
developing effective applications. By analyzing data structures‟ behavior and
their interaction with the rest of the application, tools can make suggestions for
alternative data structures. Such a process is quite dependent on the execution
efficiency of the data structure on a given architecture. Consequently,
developers can optimize their data structure usage to make the application
conscious of an underlying architecture and a particular program input .

Thus, all above mentioned points constituted the motivations for this work so that
after analyzing performance of a list of five data structures like Dynamic Call Tree
(DCT), Calling Context Tree (CCT), Approximate Calling Context Tree (ACCT), Hot
Calling Context Tree (HCCT) and Calling Context Uptree (CCU); we could suggest
out of all these, which run-time data structure is best for capturing calling context in
terms of space-time overheads and accuracy over a set of metrics.
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1.6 Objectives
As a part of my dissertation work, decided objectives are as follows:
Objective 1:


Implementation of the Calling Context Profiling Data Structures: DCT, CCT,
ACCT, HCCT and CCU.

Objective 2:


Comparative performance analysis of context sensitive profiling data
structures: DCT, CCT, ACCT, HCCT and CCU. The experiments aim at
studying the overhead (space and time overhead) and accuracy of profiling
mechanisms with their statistics.

1.7 Chapter Summary
A comprehensive discussion of calling context profiling has been done in this chapter.
Rest of the thesis is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 presents literature surveyed on calling context profiling and calling
context profiling data structures. It also provides a summary of work done so
far in related area.



Chapter 3 of thesis discusses the research methodology and tools used.



Chapter 4 presents the results of the experiments with a brief description about
results wherever necessary.



Conclusions with its findings and scope of future work are given in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews the concept of calling context profiling with existing approaches
to construct the calling context tree (CCT). Section 2.1 discusses prior work in calling
context profiling. Section 2.2 presents the literature surveyed on calling context
profiling data structures. Finally, the chapter ends with a discussion in section 2.3 on
profiling data structures chosen for performance analysis in this thesis.
2.1 Calling Context Profiling
Context-sensitive profiling

is helpful for program understanding, run-time

optimizations and performance analysis. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in
prior works for various tasks [24] like function inlining [36], statistical bug isolation
[37, 38], residual testing [39, 40], anomaly based intrusion detection [25] and object
allocation analysis [41].
Calling-context profiling is an important technique for locating performance problems
in applications, since it yields detailed profiling data for each executed calling-context.
It is very helpful for analyzing the performance of object-oriented software with
complex interprocedural control flow. Interprocedural optimizations often depend
upon accurate calling-context profiles: many compiler optimizations benefit from
accurate profile information.
Related forms of profiling are as follows:


Dynamic call graph profiling: Dynamic optimizers often profile edges to
construct a dynamic call graph (DCG), which informs optimization like
inlining. Call-graph profiling involves relating the timing information to the
call graph of the program. In one popular way of presenting a call graph
profile, used by the gprof profiler [14, 15, &16], the time taken by each
subroutine is also shared out among its callers, so that programmers can get a
good idea of how total execution time is divided among the major tasks
carried out by a program.
In order to minimize the time overhead imposed by profiling, gprof adopts a
scheme where the only times that are directly measured is the total time spent
in executing each subroutine, which gprof reports as the self time of the
routine. The profiler also adds instrumentation code to count the number of
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times each arc in the call graph is traversed; that is, the number of times each
routine calls each of its subroutines. After execution is over, the self-time of
each routine is shared out among its callers as child time. This is done
approximately by sharing out the time in proportion to the number of calls on
each arc in the call graph. This procedure gives reasonably accurate results if
every call of a subroutine takes approximately the same time or at least if the
average time taken by a subroutine is the same for each caller: this is called
the average time assumption. However, inaccuracies will occur if the running
time of some subroutines depends on the values of their arguments, and the
arguments are drawn from different distributions in different calls of the same
subroutine


Path profiling: Ball-Larus path profiling [43] computes a unique number on
each possible path in the control flow graph. An intriguing idea is applying
path profiling instrumentation to the dynamic call graph and computing a
unique number for each possible context. This approach is problematic
because call graphs, which have thousands of nodes for our benchmarks, are
typically much larger than control flow graphs (CFG). The number of
possible paths both through CFGs and call graphs is exponential in the size of
the graph in practice, so the statically possible contexts cannot be assigned
unique 32 or even 64-bit values. Other challenges include:
i.

Recursion, which leads to cyclic graphs;

ii.

Dynamic class loading, which modifies the graph at run time;

iii.

Virtual dispatch, which obscures call targets and complicates call
edge instrumentation.

Wiederman [44] computes a unique number per context at run time by
applying Ball-Larus path numbering to the call graph, but does not evaluate
whether a large programs can be numbered uniquely. His approach uses C
programs, avoiding the challenges of dynamic class loading and virtual
dispatch and handles recursion by collapsing strongly connected components
in the call graph. Wang et al. [42] presents inter procedural path profiling that
captures both inter-and intra-procedural control flow but their approach does
not scale because it adds complex call edge instrumentation, and there are too
many statically possible paths for nontrivial programs.
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As above paragraph points out, much prior work uses path profiling to understand
dynamic behavior in testing, debugging, and security, but dynamic object oriented
languages need calling context, too, since it captures important behaviour. Paths and
calling contexts are complementary since paths capture intra-procedural control flow
while calling context provides inter-procedural control-flow.
2.2 Calling Context Profiling Data Structures
Ammon et al. [12] proposed a run-time data structure, called the calling context tree
(CCT), to label an arbitrary metric or set of metrics with its dynamic calling context.
The CCT captures a program’s calling behaviour more precisely than a call graph, but
its size is bounded, unlike a complete dynamic call tree. Context sensitive profiling
provides a calling context for flow sensitive (or other) procedural-level profiles using
CCT. A CCT can accurately record a metric along different call paths thereby solving
the “gprof problem”. Another important property of CCT is that the sets of paths in
the DCT and CCT are identical. The out-degree of a vertex in the CCT is bounded by
the number of unique procedures that may be called by the associate procedure. The
breadth of the CCT is bounded by the number of procedures in a program. In the
absence of recursion, the depth of a CCT also is bounded by the number of procedures
in a program. However, with recursion, the depth of a CCT may be unbounded. To
bound the depth Ammon et al. [12] define the vertex equivalence as follows:


Vertices v and w in a DCT are equivalent if: v and w represent the same
procedure, and



The tree parent of v is equivalent to the tree parent of w, or v = w, or there is
a vertex u such that u represents the same procedure as v and w and u is an
ancestor of both v and w.

2.2.1 CCT Construction Approaches

 Exhaustive CCT Construction
Ammons et al. [12] CCT approach to construct exhaustive CCT is reviewed as
follows: A pointer is maintained to point to the current method context.
Initially a root node is added to the tree, and pointer points to the root. If a callsite (method call) is encountered, the nodes children are compared to the
callee. If new callee matches to any of the children, the weight of the edge onto
the child is incremented. If there was no match of the new callee to the
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children, a new child is created. The pointer is then moved to the callee
method node. If a return is seen, the pointer is moved back to the parent, one
level above.
Here, a CCT captures all caller-callee pairs during execution, hence called a
complete CCT.


Sampled Stack-Walking
Exhaustive CCT construction approach suffers from severe performance
degradation because of tracing overhead. Here, use of JVMPI-based
infrastructure causes over 50 times slow down, because of instrumentation of
each and every method call and return. Sampled stack-walking [23] is one
alternative to exhaustive approach here, current context is determined at each
sampling point by performing a stack- walk from the current method to root
method, and this path is added to CCT, if necessary. Informally, the accuracy
of an execution is the measure of how “faithfully” the Approximate CCT
constructed by this sampled stack walk approach represents the complete
CCT of the same execution. In this approach profiling overhead is minimized
but collected information may be inaccurate and incomplete. However, the
sampled stack walking approach will assume that the method’s caller is
making frequent calls to the method because it is always on the top of the
stack. Furthermore, increasing the sampling rate to increase the accuracy can
be costly because of the interrupt mechanism to trigger a sampled stackwalking.
However, sampling is not appropriate for testing, debugging or checking
security violations because these applications need coverage of both hot and
cold context.

 Static and Adaptive Bursting
Static Bursting: Zhaung at el. [26] developed new approach to build CCT at
run time, called static bursting. By selectively inhibiting redundant profiling,
this approach dramatically reduces overhead while preserving profile accuracy.
In Static bursting, at each sampling point, stack-walk is performed. Here edge
weight increment is not only based on stack-walk, which may not reflect the
actual method invocation, but revert back to the exhaustive approach and
collect a “Burst” of Call/Return samples for burst length intervals. Here,
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accuracy is low, because CCT updating will be difficult, since it is difficult to
know the calling context at the beginning of the burst. Because of bursting,
significant overhead persists. Static-Bursting collects much redundant
information because application control flow is highly repetitive.
Adaptive Bursting: Adaptive Bursting, selectively disables bursts for
previously sampled calling-context, thus redundant samples due to repetitive
execution sequence are reduced.
But, permanently disabling burst for certain contexts leads to two problems:
i.

New calling context will be lost permanently as run-time behavior
periodically changes.

ii.

It would be difficult to differentiate between Hot and Cold edges by
disabling bursting for a common calling context.

Adaptive–Bursting with Re-enablement: Bursts are adaptively disabled
based on information stored in a software implemented history table and the
adaptive re-enable ratio. At each sampling point, table is indexed using a
signature constructed using the run-time stack. If table entry does not match
with signature, a burst is initiated creating a new entry. And if, matching entry
is found, a random number 0 <= n <= 1 is generated. If n <= RR, a burst will
be performed else no burst is performed.
The value of RR reflects the accuracy and overhead. If RR is higher, more
bursts will be re-enabled, leading to higher overhead and if RR is smaller,
more bursts will be missed lowering the quality of software.
Methodology of sampling profilers:

Sampling profilers approaches are

based on native code using the JVMPI instrumentation thus limiting their
portability.
2.2.2 Probabilistic Calling Context
Bond and McKinely [25] introduced a new online approach called Probabilistic
Calling Context (PCC) that continuously maintains a probabilistically unique value
representing the current calling context. Program understanding and dynamic analysis
is enhanced with calling context by providing a rich representation of program
location. However, prior methods, such as stack-walking or maintaining the current
location in CCT for computing calling context, are expensive in time and space. PCC
value is computed, evaluating a function at each call site.
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Function used is: V<-3*V + Cs
V: Current value of the calling context.
Cs: hash value for the current call site.
This function produces a unique value for up to millions of contexts with relatively
few conflicts (false-negatives). If necessary, a 64 bit value can probabilistically
differentiate billions of unique calling contexts. According to Bond and McKinely
[25], PCC is the first approach to achieve low overhead and always available calling
context.
PCC adds instrumentation to maintain V that computes f (v,Cs) at each call-site,
where Cs is an integer representing the call site. A hash of the call site’s method name,
declaring class name, descriptor and line number is computed by PCC. This
computation is efficient because it occurs once at compile time and produce same
results across multiple program executions.
PCC was implemented in Jikes RVM 2.4.6, a high performance Java-in-Java virtualmachine.
Querying the PCC value: Jikes RVM implementation looks up the PCC value in a
global hash table at each query point. The hash table implements open-addressing and
double hashing.
2.2.3 Approximate CCT from partial call traces
Serrano and Zhaung [3] proposed an approach for building calling context information
useful for program understanding and optimizations. In this approach, small
incomplete call traces with low overhead are captured. Partial call-traces collection is
inexpensive, because the instrumentation code does not need to be turned on all the
time. Some processors provide h/w support to capture partial call traces without any
instrumentation.
Following steps are used to merge partial call traces into a small number of partial
calling context trees:


The first step concatenates call traces based on their common sequences.



The second step converts the call traces into partial calling context trees.



And last step merges partial context trees through maximal matching.

Generally, approximate CCTs built by this approach are also called as Partial CCTs
(PCCTs). PCCT capture only the hot portions of the full CCT. Thus, PCCT is much
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smaller because most of the full CCT rarely gets executed. Authors tested results for
several Java bench marks and showed that their merging strategies exhibit a maximum
1% inaccuracy, when compared to exact solution.
Approximate calling contexts have many applications. For example,


Context sensitive inlining usually do not need the entire calling context at a
call site.



Accurate object life time prediction is possible with a partial context.



PCCT helps in program understanding, for example, calling context
information provides valuable hints about how functions are invoked among
a subset of functions.

2.2.4 Parallelized CCT (ParCCT)
Binder et al. [27] proposed a new approach ParCCT, which is a novel approach to
parallelizing application code and CCT generation on multi-cores. This approach is
generic, complete and accurate. It is generic, since it can be customized to provide
calling context information in different forms such as shadow stack or of the CCT. It
is complete, because it covers all method invocations, including native methods and
methods in java library. It is accurate, as it correctly represents caller/callee relations
and preserves the calling context across native code execution. Authors introduced
ParCCT to speed up the CCT construction on multicores. ParCCT is a novel approach
to parallelized CCT construction that relies on a dedicated calling context
representation, consisting of a shadow- stack and a “packet” of method calls and
returns. Hence, packets are independent of each other and can being processed out-oforder and in parallel, in order to update the CCT. In a multithreaded environment,
there are two options:
i.

Each thread may create a separate, thread confined CCT. And the per thread
CCTs may be integrated after termination of the corresponding threads.

ii.

Alternatively, The CCT under construction may be shared between all threads,
and access to the CCT has to be thread-safe. While the first approach enables
efficient access to the thread local CCTs, it can result in high memory
consumption. Therefore, authors chose the second option, a single, shared,
thread-safe CCT.
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In this approach, when a packet is full, it is passed to the “CCT manager” through a
queue. The CCT manager has a thread pool to process incoming packets and to update
the CCT. In order to enable parallel and possibly out of order processing of packets,
the packets must be self contained and independent of each other.


Each packet corresponds to a partial CCT, and the integration of these partial
CCTs into the shared CCT must be commutative and associative operation.



In the ParCCT, the packet size determines how many methods a thread can
invoke before submitting a packet to the CCT manager. While small packets
are usually preferred in order to ensure frequent CCT update.

The ParCCT is more than 110% faster than a primitive, non-parallel approach to CCT
construction, when more than two cores are available. A machine with 2-4 cores is
sufficient in order to take advantage of the ParCCT. FERRARI framework was used
by authors to implement the ParCCT.
2.2.5 Complete Calling Context profiling (CCCP)
Moret et al. [28] introduced Complete calling Context Profiling (CCCP), a new
profiling approach that reconciles completeness and accuracy of the created CCTs,
portability and moderate overhead. CCCP uses a generic byte code instrumentation
framework FERRARI, supporting the instrumentation of the whole Java class library
and of all dynamically loaded classes. Here, each Java method is transformed so as to
maintain the current CCT node in a local variable. The caller passes its CCT node to
the callee, and upon method entry, the callee looks up or instantiates its corresponding
CCT node. In this way, the current CCT node is directly accessible in instrumented
method bodies, which helps reduce overhead of calling context profiling. FERRARI
offers a flexible interface enabling different user-defined instrumentation modules
(UDIs), written in pure Java to control the instrumentation process.
Moret et al. [28] validated CCCP with two different UDIs, one for platform–
independent profiling and second for cross-profiling.


Platform-independent profiles convey only platform independent metrics, such
as the number of method invocations, the number of executed byte codes or
the number of allocated instances for each type.



Cross-profiles reflect the execution time metric of the embedded target system.



CCCP yields complete and accurate CCTs, correctly handling transition
between byte code and native code.
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2.2.6 Hot Calling Context Trees (HCCT)
D’Elia et al. [24] introduced a novel run-time data structure, called Hot Calling
Context Tree (HCCT) that offers an intermediate point in the spectrum of data
structures for representing inter-procedural control flow. When a large program is
compiled, it becomes important to pinpoint and optimize the pieces of code that
dominate the execution time. Actually, 90% of the time is spent in executing 10% of
the code, so to achieve remarkable improvements in terms of efficiency and execution
time that 10% code optimization is enough. According to authors “Accurately
collecting information about the hot edges may be more useful than accurately
constructing an entire CCT that includes rarely called paths”.
HCCT is a sub-tree of the CCT as shown in Figure 2.1 that includes only hot nodes
and their ancestors and offers an additional intermediate point in the spectrum of data
structure for representing interprocedural control-flow. Nodes with the frequency
count greater than a defined threshold value are considered as hot nodes. Frequency
count for a node is the number of times that node has been called by its caller in the
same context. The size of an HCCT depends on the hot context threshold value. The
HCCT can be used for performance analysis of applications where a portion of
contexts dominates the entire application during runtime. Hot context threshold used
to get HCCT of Figure 2.1 is 29.

M

M

A,50

C,5
A,50

B,25

E, 50

(a) CCT

D,50

E,20

G, 5

F, 5

F, 25

N, 50

C,5
D,50
G, 5

E, 50

N, 50

(b) Corresponding HCCT
Figure 2.1. HCCT representation.
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2.2.7 K-Calling Context profiling
Ausiello et al. [30] studied a generalization of edge and context-sensitive profiles by
introducing a novel data structure called k-calling context forest (K-CCF). Nodes in a
k-CCF associate performance metrics to paths of length at most k that lead to each
distinct routine of the program, providing edge-profiles for k = 1, full contextsensitive profiles for k = ∞, as well as any other intermediate point in the spectrum.
Authors showed that the K-CCF can provide effective space-accuracy tradeoffs for
inter-procedural contextual profiling, yielding useful clues to the hot-spots of a
program that may be hidden in a calling context tree and using less space for small
values of k, which appears to be the most interesting in practice. Authors defined the
k-calling context of a routine as follows:
Let ∏ = <r,…..,v> be a calling context of v. The k-calling context of v in ∏ is the
maximal suffix of ∏ of length at most k. For instance, if ∏ = <r, a, b, c, d> is the
calling context of d, its 2-context is <b, c, d>.
The k-context profiling problem is a generalization of different classical performance
profiling approaches at the interprocedural level. In particular:


Vertex profiling [9] is equivalent to k-context profiling with k = 0;



Edge profiling [9] is solved by k-context profiling with k >= 1;



Context-sensitive profiling [12] is solved by k-context profiling with k = ∞.

2.2.8 Calling Context-Uptrees (CCUs)
Haung and D.Bond [29] introduced the CCU, a new data structure in which each node
points “up” to its parent instead of “down” to its children. A CCU based approach
allocates new nodes for each call with “up” pointers adding high space-overhead
because it cannot reuse existing nodes. Whenever a callee comes, a new node is
created with a pointer set to its parent. This approach too incurs high space overhead
because of the presence of redundant contexts. It however has a mechanism to reduce
the space overhead by merging the redundant contexts as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. CCU representation.
2.2.9 Visualizing Calling Context Profiles with Ring Charts
CCTs may comprise millions of nodes sometimes, making analysis difficult. Moret et
al. [13] introduced Calling Context Ring Charts (CCRCs), a way of visualizing and
analyzing CCTs. CCT root is represented as a circle at centre in CCRC. Callees are
represented with ring segments surrounding the caller.
Figure 2.3.illustrates a ring segment s and its n children nodes

C1,…….,Cn.

In this first

visualization, given the α as the angle covered by s, the angle θi covered by its ith child
Ci is computed as follow:
θi =α (1/n)

(1)

C1
Θ1
S

θn

α

Cn

.
Figure.2.3. Representations of CCT node as a ring segment S.
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f()

h(), 21

g(), 810

h(), 155

Figure 2.4. An example of CCT.
Figure 2.5 shows this first visualization of our example CCT of Figure 2.4. As a
consequence of equation (1), the children completely surround their parent. The root
node of CCT is represented by the central circle.

f()
h() g()

h()

1

Figure 2.5. Calling Contexts with equal weights.
In second visualization, ring segment length is proportional to a Selected Aggregated
Metric. To ease locating performance problems, second visualization is supported in
which each ring segment is sized proportionally to an aggregated metric agg (M)
chosen by the user. In this visualization, θi is computed according to the following
equation:
θi =α(ag(MCi )/ag(Ms))

(2)

Using equation (2), the sum of all θi can be less than α; that is, the children ring
segments do not entirely surround the parent ring segment. The remaining portion of
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the parent ring segment represents the metrics contribution of the parent excluding its
callees. Figure 2.6 presents a ring chart where ring segments are sized according to the
aggregated metric ag(bytecodes).

h()

g()
f()

Figure 2.6. Calling Contexts weighted by method invocations.

2.3 Profiling Data Structures selected for Performance Analysis
This section presents the Profiling data structures chosen for this thesis work. The
main focus of this work is to compare the performance of major calling context
profiling data structures namely DCT, CCT, ACCT, HCCT and CCU. The
performance parameters considered are time, space and accuracy. The operations used
for the required comparison are, construction of tree variants and metric evaluation
from the data extracted from the trees.
Another objective of our work is to find the best run-time data structure out of all
discussed above, after analyzing them in terms of construction space, time overheads
and accuracy on a set of cohesion and coupling metrics at Package, Class and Method
levels applied on a set of open source Java applications.
2.4 Chapter-Summary
This chapter presented the literature surveyed regarding calling context profiling data
structures and ends with a discussion on profiling data structures chosen for
performance analysis in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter provides an overview of the methodology followed to carry out the
performance analysis of calling context profiling data structures. It provides a
description of set of sample applications chosen along with BCEL instrumentation to
generate log files which are provided as input to the profiling structures.
Implementation of the data structures is also discussed along with an overview of the
metrics chosen to compare the accuracy of profiling structures.
3.1 Sample Applications
The input of the profilers is traces of call (Enters)/ return (Exits) program operations.
To generate these traces, an intensive search was performed for the selection of real
world applications. Selection criteria for applications included following:


Java Applications: Java applications were considered for experimentation
because java is widely used platform in software industry these days. Java
applications have become ubiquitous which makes it easy to find java based
real world applications. Java language follows object oriented paradigm that
allows creating modular programs and reusable code. Java is executed on
virtual machine due to which it is easy to collect run-time information as
compared to other languages. Because of inherent features exhibited by java
such as robustness, ease of use, cross-platform capability and security features,
it has become a language of choice for developers.



Open Source: The second criterion followed for selecting applications was
their open source nature. An open source application is the one which is freely
available along with its source code. It became the obvious choice as the
proprietary software does not provide the source code and secondly they also
involve cost.



Scenario based: Different users use the same system for different purposes
and even the same user can use the same system in different ways depending
on his requirements. So, we can say that the dynamic behaviour of an
application is dependent on how users use the system. Taking this into
consideration, scenario based applications were considered for this work.
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Different Categories: Sample applications belonging to different software
categories were selected. This work consists of different categories of software
which include database oriented applications, games and editor.

Sample applications chosen on the basis of above discussed selection criteria are
described as following:
Ekit
Ekit (version 1.4) [31] is a java HTML editor applet and application. Ekit is a free
open source java HTML editor applet and application. The Ekit standalone also allows
for HTML to be loaded and saved, as well as serialized and saved as RTF. The main
features provided by Ekit are:


Formatting Options (Cut, Copy, Paste, Bold, Italic, Underline, Superscript and
Subscript)



Anchor Insertion



Form Support



Image Insertion



CSS Support



Graphical Toolbar



Source Edit Window



Build Files for Unix, Mac OS X, and Apache Ant



Better table handling and new table row and column menus



Load and Save documents in web-safe Base64 encoding



Configure applet menus and toolbar via PARAM tag



Insert images from URLs



Improved Java2 compliance



Advanced table and cell editing, Printing



Paragraph and Break line terminators



Image dialogs have more tag properties available (width, height, alternate
texts)
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Crypto
There is a well-known benchmark which partly reflects cryptographic performance on
Java. This is the crypto workload from the SPECjvm2008 [34] benchmark. It consists
of 3 different parts:
i.

aes encrypts and decrypts documents using the AES and DES protocols, using
CBC/PKCS5Padding and CBC/NoPadding. Input data size is 100 bytes and
713 kB.

ii.

rsa encrypts and decrypts using the RSA protocol, using input data of size 100
bytes and 16 kB.

iii.

signverify sign and verify using MD5 with RSA, SHA1 with RSA, SHA1
with DSA and SHA256 with RSA protocols. Input data size of 1 kB, 65 kB
and 1MB.

The part we are interested in is crypto.aes.
JavaCalenderPanel
K5n-CalenderPanel (0.46) [32] is an open source component for use in calendar
applications. K5ncal is a java-based calendar application designed for desktop. It
shares features with applications like apple iCal and Microsoft Outlook, but its open
source and cross-platform (Mac, Linux and Windows). The application is built upon
Java Calendar Tools. It has simple and intuitive user interface. It can import calendar
data in calendar (RFC2445) or CSV (MS Outlook) format.
AChess
AChess [33] is an open source software. It is an anti chess game written in Java. The
goal is to get checkmated or lose all your pieces except your king to your opponent.
You have to take your opponent’s piece if you can. It supports 2 player and 4 player
games on the same board.
Compiler
This benchmark uses the OpenJDK (JDK 7 alpha) front end compiler to compile a set
of .java files. The code compiled is javac itself and the sun-flow SPECjvm2008 [34].
This benchmark uses its own File manager to deal with memory rather than with disk
and file system operations. This benchmark has two sub-benchmarks further:
i.

Compiler.compiler

ii.

Compiler.sunflow
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The part we are interested in is Compiler.compiler.
XML
XML is a benchmark of SPECjvm2008 [34]. This benchmark has two subbenchmarks:

XML.transform

and

XML.validation.

We

are

interested

in

XML.transform only. XML.transform exercises the JRE’s implementation of
javax.xml.transform (and associated APIs) by applying style sheets (.xsl files) to
XML documents.
The style sheets and XML documents are several real life examples that vary in size
(3 KB to 156 KB) and in the style sheet features that are used most heavily. One
“operation” of XML.transform consists of processing each style sheet/document pair,
accessing the XML document as a DOM source, a SAX source, and a Stream source.
In order that each style sheet/ document pair contributes about equally to the time
taken for a single operation, some of the input pairs are processed multiple times
during one operation.
Jreepad
Jreepad [45] is a Java implementation of Treepad, the personal database program.
Using Jreepad, nested hierarchies of articles can be created which may be exported to
a verity of formats. Main features are as follows:


A Jreepad file consists of a nice simple tree structure, and each "node" has an
associated "article" - this can be plain text, HTML or tabular data.



Nodes can be re-arranged very intuitively with drag-and-drop functionality (or
by keyboard), so it's easy to arrange your thoughts.



There's a very powerful and intuitive search facility to locate a piece of text in
a sub-tree



Hyperlink support: select a link and you can follow it-whether it's HTTP, FTP,
mailto:, "node://" (as used in Treepad), or even WikiStyleLinks!



Integrated Google searchs



Load/save Treepad (.HJT) files, compatible with Treepad Lite (so you can
share files with Windows users)



...and much more, of course.
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Java2Html
Java2HTML [46] is a simple-to-use tool which converts a bunch of Java Source Code
into a colorized and browsable HTML representation.
3.2 Methodology
This section provides the methodology adopted to analyze the performance of Calling
Context Profiling Data Structures along with the implementation of the profiling
structures.
Sample Applications

Executes
BCEL
Runtime Java
Agent

Call Log

Data Structure Construction
(DCT, CCT, ACCT, HCCT, CCU)

Time & Space
overhead measured

Metric Set
Evaluation

Time overhead & Accuracy
analysis

Figure 3.1. Experimental Methodology followed.
Stepwise Methodology:


Set of sample applications was given as input to the BCEL Runtime Java
Agent.



BCEL Runtime Java Agent executes the sample applications and generates the
Call Log (i.e. trace of function calls/returns).



Generated Call Log is fed to the Data Structure Construction (DCT, CCT,
ACCT, HCCT and CCU) mechanism.



Time-space overhead of these data structures is measured during their
construction.
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A set of metrics was selected to extract from our profiling structures.



Time overhead to extract a set of metrics from all five structures was measured
and compared.



Accuracy of extracted metrics set was compared for all profiling structures.

3.2.1 BCEL Instrumentation
Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) is intended to give users a convenient way to
analyze, create, and manipulate Java Bytecode [35]. BCEL, Class ClassParser is used
to parse the class. MethodGen class is used to generate a new method and deal with
instructions

and

instrumentation

is

performed

by the

methods

in class

InstructionFactory.
BCEL6.0 version is recently published on svn repository, which is used in this
analysis. Some previous versions (BCEL5.2, BCEL4.1 and BCEL2.0) were also used
to check the maintainability of library. The low level knowledge of instructions and
Java bytecode are required. BCELifier plug-in is available for Eclipse IDE; it takes a
given class and converts it to a BCEL program.
BCEL instrumentation is used to generate a Log file containing the complete trace of
call (enters)/return (exits) program operations. Figure 3.2 illustrates a Call Log trace.
Enters: javaapplication3.JavaApplication3.main (args= [])
Enters: javaapplication3.JavaApplication3.check (a=5)
Enters: javaapplication3.B.c ( )
Enters: javaapplication3.B.a
Exits: javaapplication3.B.a
Enters: javaapplication3.C.d ( )
Enters: javaapplication3.B.a
Exits: javaapplication3.B.a
Exits: javaapplication3.C.d ( )
Exits: javaapplication3.B.c ( )
Enters: javaapplication3.B.a
Exits: javaapplication3.B.a
Enters: javaapplication3.B.n ( )
Exits: javaapplication3.B.n ( )
Enters: javaapplication3.F.mm ( )
Exits: javaapplication3.F.mm ( )
Enters: javaapplication3.JK.L.l ( )
Exits: javaapplication3.JK.L.l ( )
Exits: javaapplication3.JavaApplication3.check (a=5)
Exits: javaapplication3.JavaApplication3.main (args= [])

Figure 3.2 Call log example.
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Enters: Represents a method invocation.
Exits: Represents returning of a method.
We have taken trace of method as well as variable calls/returns. Example of variable
call/return is as follows:
Enters: javaapplication3.B.a
Exits: javaapplication3.B.a
The statement ending with ( ) indicate the method calls and other are variable calls .
In Figure 3.3, the Root of CCT is labeled with a special identifier “HEADER”, which
corresponds to no method. This distinguished node is useful in following way: if there
is more than one thread/signal in an application, CCT would need multiple roots,
because thread handlers provide additional entry point into a program. So, to handle
multiple threads this node is useful which does not accumulate metrics.
Above discussed Sample Applications are listed in Table 3.1 with size of their call log
traces.
Table 3.1. Sample applications with their call log sizes in KB.
Sample Application

Size (KB) Sample Application

Size (KB)

Jreepad

673

Java2Html

15,623

Ekit

1,242

Calender

110,908

XML.transform

4,258

Compiler.compiler

199,771

Crypto.aes

9,594

Achess

412,266

3.2.2 Data Structure Implementation
We implemented our trees in Java using NetBeans IDE. Used node classes are
represented in Table 3.2.
Each node maintains an ArrayList to child nodes. A node can be added to the
ArrayList in constant time.
First-child, next–sibling representation can also be used if we are working with C.
This approach is space-efficient and guarantees child node lookup time to be
proportional to the number of nodes [30].
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Table 3.2. Node classes.
Node classes of all five Calling Context Profiling Data Structures
DCT Node

CCT Node

HCCT Node

CCU Node

public class DCTNode {

public class CCTNode {

public class AcctNode {

ACCT Node

public class HcctNode {

public class CCUNode {

String method_Name;

String method_Name;

String method_name;

String method_Name;

String method_Name;

String class_Name;

String class_Name;

String class_name;

String class_Name;

String class_Name;

String package_Name;

String package_Name;

String pkg_name;

String pckg_Name

String pckg_Name

DCTNode parent;

CCTNode parent;

AcctNode parent;

HcctNode parent;

CCUNode parent;

int method_invocations;

int method_invocations;

int method_invocations;

int method_invocations;

int method_invocations;

ArrayList <DCTNode>

ArrayList <CCTNode>

ArrayList<AcctNode>children=

ArrayList <HcctNode>

ArrayList <CCUNode>

children=new

children=new

new ArrayList<AcctNode>();

children=new

children=new

ArrayList<DCTNode>();

ArrayList<CCTNode>();

ArrayList<HcctNode>();

ArrayList<CCUNode>();

}

}

boolean Node_is_Hot,

boolean alive,

leaf;

processed, leaf;

}

}

boolean sampled;
}

Node class for all our data structures is same with a difference of boolean fields added
in tree node structures to fulfill some requirements. For example:
boolean sampled; // In ACCT to track sampled nodes
boolean processed, alive, leaf; // In CCU for node merging
boolean node_is_hot, leaf; // In HCCT to track hot contexts

3.2.3 Algorithms Used
Context sensitive profiling is a common technique to associate dynamic metrics
separately for each calling context. A calling context is a sequence of procedures that
were invoked but have not yet completed. It is corresponding to the methods
represented on the call stack at any moment during program execution.
Calling context profiling is powerful technique for analyzing the dynamic
interprocedural control flow of applications especially object oriented programs,
where polymorphism, dynamic libraries and late- binding increase the importance of
context sensitivity for analysis. Several profiling structures have long been
demonstrated for maintaining information related to inter-procedural control flow. In
this section, we describe algorithms to construct five data structures suggested in
literature.
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HEADER

Main (args= [])

Check (a=5), 1

B.c (), 1

B.a, 2

B.a, 2

B.n (), 1

F.m (), 2

JK.L.l (), 1

C.d (), 1

B.a, 1

Figure 3.3. CCT corresponding to Call log file.
3.2.3.1 Dynamic Call Tree Construction
DCT is a calling context profiling data structure in which each tree node represents
single procedure activation and can precisely record dynamic metrics such as size of
the method invoked or CPU time spent for each calling context. DCT gives the full
record of all calls made in a program. Each node has pointers to its existing child
nodes as shown in Table 3.2:
The DCT data structure maintains a pointer “current” to the most recently called
method M. During execution of M, if M calls another method, a new node “temp” is
created to represent M’s callee. Callee’s parent is set to “current” pointer and finally
“current” is updated to point to the callee, termed as node “temp”. If M returns,
“current” is adjusted to point to the M’s parent.
Algorithm 1 shows how to update the current pointer at each call and return event to
construct DCT.
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Algorithm 1: DCT Insertion

Input: current-A pointer to currently executing method.
status-Indicates whether method is called or returned.
callee-New method on the top of the call stack;
Output: An updated current pointer.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

if status is method entering then
do
newNode=createNode( );// details regarding callee
parent [newNode] = current;
current <- newNode;// current is updated to point to latest callee
else
current<-.parent [current];// current is updated to point to its parent
end
return current;

Figure 3.4. Algorithm of node inserting in DCT during construction.

3.2.3.2 Calling Context Tree Construction
CCT is a profiling structure where each node represents a distinct calling context. One
node is used to represent all calls made in the same calling context. A CCT
construction requires instrumenting all method entries and exits.
Like DCT, the CCT data structure also maintains a pointer current to the most
recently called method M. During M’s execution, if it returns to its caller, current is
adjusted to point to M’s parent. If M calls another method newM, then either M has
called newM in this context previously or this is the first time. If newM was
previously called from M in this context, then current is adjusted to point to the
existing node that corresponds to newM in this context. Otherwise, a new node is
created to represent newM and newM’s parent is set to the M and current is updated
to point to newM.
Algorithm 2 shows updating of current pointer at method call and return events to
construct CCT.
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Algorithm 2: CCT Insertion

Input: current- A pointer to currently executing method.
status-Indicates whether method is called or returned.
callee-New method on the top of the call stack;
Output: An updated current pointer.
1. if status is method enters then
2. do
3.
if current.children.contains[callee]
4.
do
5.
current<- Existing node corresponding to callee
6.
methodInvocation[Current]++;// methodInvocation give the number of times
method called by its caller in same context
7.
else
8.
newNode=createNode( );// details regarding callee
9.
parent [newNode] = current;
10.
current = newNode;// current is updated to point to latest callee
11. end
12. else if status is method exits
13. current=parent [current];// current is updated to point to its parent
14. ends
15.
return current;

Figure 3.5. Algorithm of node insertion during CCT construction.
3.2.3.3 Approximate CCT Construction
Although CCT is more compact than DCT, still it can become large with millions of
nodes even for medium sized applications. A large amount of time and space overhead
incurred might prohibit the use of CCT in situations where these two parameters are
critical. To reduce the building cost, Arnold and F.Sweeney [2] proposed
Approximate CCT construction using runtime call stack sampling, which is also
called ACCT. For ACCT construction, we use an ArrayList call-stack to store the
methods that have been called but have not yet returned. When a sample occurs based
on some trigger mechanism such as time-based, global method counter or method
counter, there are two things to be done. First, the call stack is examined to identify
the stack frames which have been created since last sample finished. Second, the new
nodes concerning recent methods are added to the tree.
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Algorithm 3: ACCT Insertion
Input: current- A pointer to currently executing method.
call_stack-To keep track of sampled methods
status-Indicates whether method is called or returned.
Output: An updated current pointer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

if status is method enters then
do
push [call _stack]
if triggered then
do
for previous sampled method to top of stack
current = CCTInsertion( );
end
end
else if status is method exits
pop [call_stack];
current=parent [current];// current is updated to point to its parent
end
return current;

Figure 3.6. Algorithm of node insertion in ACCT during construction.
3.2.3.4 Hot Calling Context Tree Construction
According to 90-10 rule [8], 90% of the total numbers of calls take place in top 10%
of the calling context ordered by decreasing frequencies (i.e. from hottest to coldest).
This skewness suggests that space overhead could be reduced by storing information
about hot contexts only in HCCT. For performance analysis, accurate collection of
information about hot calling contexts may be more beneficial than entire CCT
construction which includes millions of nodes with large numbers of cold contexts.
Optimizations can be applied to hot contexts only for performance enhancements
leading to time-space efficient results. Figure 5 represents sample CCT and its
corresponding HCCT. HCCT is maintained by pruning CCT i.e. HCCT is a sub-tree
of CCT, with hot nodes and their ancestors. CCT pruning starts from the leaf nodes.
To construct the HCCT, first CCT is constructed as discussed in Section 3.2.3.2 and
then CCT is pruned on the basis of hotness threshold (φ) chosen. Algorithm 4 shows
CCT pruning to get HCCT.
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Algorithm 4: CCT Pruning
Input: CCT
Hotness threshold (φ)
Output: pruned CCT
prune (CCT, φ)
1. For each leaf v
2.
if methodInvocation[v] < φ then
3.
do
4.
remove v from CCT
5.
prune(v.parent, φ)
6.
end
7. return CCT // this is updated CCT after pruning, called HCCT

Figure 3.7. CCT pruning algorithm.
An accurate choice of threshold (φ) greatly affects the space used by the algorithm
and the accuracy of the solution. HCCT is a sub-tree of CCT pruned on the basis of φ
values. HCCT contains all the nodes which has been called by their caller greater than
or equal to φ number of times for our experiments. Φ has the values as represented in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Typical hotness thresholds.
Φ

Hot-Context-Thresholds

φ1

0.1* MaxInvocation

φ2

0.01* MaxInvocation

φ3

0.001* MaxInvocation

3.2.3.5 Calling Context Uptree Construction
In CCU each node points “up” to its parents instead of “down” to its children. CCUbased approach allocates a new node at every program call as in DCT and space
overhead gets increased. To overcome this serious concern, redundant nodes (nodes
with the same calling context) are merged. Algorithm 5 presents the CCU node
merging:
Algorithm 5: CCU Node Merging
Input: CCU before merging
Output: CCU after merging
1. CCUMerging( node) {
2. if (!node.parent.processed) then
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3. do
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

node.parent <- CCUMerging(node.parent) ;
end
uniqueNode = node.parent.childMap.get(hash(node)) ;
if(uniqueNode = = NULL) // node represents unique context
node = maintainLiveNode(node) ;
node.parent.childMap.put (hash(node), node)
return node ;
end
return uniqueNode;
}

Figure 3.8. Algorithm for merging CCU nodes.
3.3

Metric Selection

Once the profiling data structures were implemented, the next step was to collect
metric values to compare the accuracy of all major profiling structures. A list of
cohesion and coupling metrics were selected on Package, Class and Method levels.


Metrics on Packages
Afferent coupling at package level (PackageCa):
The Afferent Coupling for a particular package is the number of packages that
depends directly on it.
Efferent coupling at package level (PackageCe):
The Efferent Coupling for a particular package is the number of packages it
directly depends on. Notice that packages declared in third-party projects are
taken into account.



Metrics on Classes
Association Between Class (ABC):
The Association Between Classes metric for a particular class or structure is
the number of members of others types it directly uses in the body of its
methods.
Number of Children (NOC):
The number of children for a class is the number of sub-classes (whatever their
positions in the sub branch of the inheritance tree). The number of children for
an interface is the number of types that implement it. In both cases the
computation of this metric only count types declared in the application code
and thus, doesn’t take account of types declared in third-party projects.
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Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT):
The Depth of Inheritance Tree for a class or a structure is its number of base
classes (including the System.Object class thus DIT >= 1)


Metrics on Methods
Afferent coupling at method level (MethodCa):
The Afferent Coupling for a particular method is the number of methods that
depends directly on it.
Efferent coupling at method level (MethodCe):
The Efferent Coupling for a particular method is the number of methods it
directly depends on. Notice that methods declared in third-party projects are
taken into account.

On the basis of above discussed criteria, following set of metrics were selected:
i.

Total number of packages accessed during runtime.

ii.

Total number of classes accessed during runtime.

iii.

Different contexts in which target method occurs according to dynamic
analysis.

iv.

Target class dependency on other classes during execution of
application.

v.

Count of methods declared in a class according to dynamic analysis.

vi.

Total threads in an application as per the application execution.

3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a description of the applications selected for carrying out
experimentation along with instrumentation used for collecting execution traces. In
this chapter we focused on building CCTs and computing metrics also.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULT ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the experimental analysis results of our data structures: DCT,
CCT, ACCT, HCCT and CCU. The experiments aim at statistically analyzing the
space-time overhead and accuracy of these context sensitive profiling structures.
4.1 Statistical Analysis
Following statistical information was extracted from all five data structures
constructed for each of the sample applications:


Total Calls: The total number of calls in an application i.e. method calls as
well as variable calls.



Data Structure Nodes: The total number of nodes in a particular tree
structure.



Leaf Nodes: The total number of nodes with zero out degree. It represents the
total number of methods with no callee.



Max Invocations: I.e. the maximum number of times any of the callee is
called by its caller.



Degree: Degree of the tree i.e. the maximum number of children of an interior
node.



Avg Degree: I.e. the average number of children of interior nodes.



Depth: I.e. the maximum stack depth and



Threads: I.e. the total number of application threads contributing to the
profiling structure.

Table 4.1 to Table 4.5 gives statistics for DCT, CCT, ACCT, HCCT and CCU
respectively. For each sample application, these statistics correspond to a unique
execution scenario and give an idea about how large and small these data structures
can be as compared to each other. For example, MaxInvocation value of any node is
1in case of DCT due to the presence of redundant contexts, but it is greater than 1 for
other data structures. The total number of CCT nodes is equal to the number of
distinct calling contexts. Avg Degree of DCT is higher than all other structures for
each sample application because DCT does not merge the redundant contexts like
other context sensitive profiling structures.

Result Analysis

CCT corresponding to the log file of Table 4.6 is represented in Figure 4.1. The root of
CCT is labeled with a special identifier “HEADER”, which corresponds to no method.
This distinguished node is useful in following way: if there is more than one
thread/signal in an application, CCT would need multiple roots, because thread
handlers provide additional entry points into a program. Hence, the HEADER node is
vital for handling multiple threads of a program.
Table 4.1. DCT Statistics.
Sample Applications

Total

DCT

Leaf

Max

Degree

Calls

Nodes

Nodes

Invocations

Ekit

8240

8241

6620

1

912

Crypto.aes

62322

62323

33783

1

Java2Html

132643

132644

107933

Jreepad

5872

5873

XML.transform

10794

Calender

Avg

Depth

Threads

5.08

14

1

1771

2.18

64

2

1

10046

5.36

13

268

3576

1

478

2.56

9

219

10795

7932

1

1771

3.77

18

2

799156

799157

629706

1

1503

4.7

6

226

Compiler.compiler

2054382

2054383

1879139

1

3058

11.7

194

2

Achess

4075519

4075520

2545671

1

4054

11.9

14

4

Degree

Table 4.2. CCT Statistics.
Sample Applications

Total.

CCT

Leaf

Max

Degree

Calls

Nodes

Nodes

Invocations

Ekit

8240

4138

2857

75

380

Crypto.aes

62322

47323

24474

1595

Java2Html

132643

27408

16299

Jreepad

5872

2991

XML.transform

10794

Calender

Avg

Depth

Threads

3.2

14

1

499

2.1

64

2

8142

520

2.5

13

268

1668

68

219

2.3

9

219

5519

3557

1595

499

2.9

18

2

799156

386352

294415

402

226

4.2

6

226

Compiler.compiler

2054382

478823

320680

2039

529

3

194

2

Achess

4075519

153127

93252

104425

183

2.5

14

4

Degree
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Table 4.3. ACCT Statistics.
Sample Applications

Total.

ACCT

Leaf

Max

Degree

Calls

Nodes

Nodes

Invocations

Ekit

8240

13

4

4

4

Crypto.aes

62322

10

2

1

Java2Html

132643

30

6

Jreepad

5872

163

XML.transform

10794

Calender

Avg.

Depth

Threads

1.3

4

8

2

1.1

5

11

17

6

1.2

11

300

77

32

69

1.9

6

232

11

3

1

3

1.3

5

7

799156

296

167

567

158

2.3

3

200

Compiler.compiler

2054382

10

2

10

2

1.1

5

4

Achess

4075519

10

2

1

2

1.1

4

7

Avg.

Depth

Threads

Degree

Table 4.4. HCCT φ2 Statistics.
Sample Applications

Total.

HCCT

Leaf

Max

Calls

φ2

Nodes

Invocations

Degree

Degree

Nodes
Ekit

8240

4138

2857

75

380

3.2

14

1

Crypto.aes

62322

81

31

1595

5

1.6

12

1

Java2Html

132643

173

88

8142

36

2.6

9

3

Jreepad

5872

2117

1237

68

76

2.4

10

60

XML.transform

10794

87

31

1595

5

1.5

18

1

Calender

799156

1370

792

402

79

2.4

7

68

Compiler.compiler

2054382

21126

9122

2039

247

1.8

170

1

Achess

4075519

668

448

104425

18

3

10

2

Table 4.5. CCU Statistics.
Sample Applications

Total.

CCU

Leaf

Max

Degree

Calls

Nodes

Nodes

Invocations

Ekit

8240

4138

2857

75

380

Crypto.aes

62322

47323

24474

1595

Java2Html

132643

27408

16299

Jreepad

5872

2991

XML.transform

10794

Calender

Avg.

Depth

Threads

3.2

14

1

499

2.1

64

2

8142

520

2.5

13

268

1668

68

219

2.3

9

219

5519

3557

1595

499

2.9

18

2

799156

386352

294415

402

226

4.2

6

226

Compiler.compiler

2054382

478823

320680

2039

529

3

194

2

Achess

4075519

153127

93252

104425

183

2.5

14

4

Degree
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Table 4.6. Example call log.
Program Operation

Current Context

Enters: M
Enters: A
Enters: B
Enters: count
Exits: count
Exits: B
Enters: C
Exits: C
Exits: A
Enters: A
Enters: B
Enters: count
Exits: count
Exits: B
Enters: C
Exits: C
Exits: A
Enters: B
Enters: D
Exits: D
Exits: B
Enters: B
Enters: D
Exits: D
Exits: B
Exits: M
Call trace Log

M
M->A
M->A->B
M->A->B->count
M->A->B
M->A
M->A->C
M->A
M
M->A
M->A->B
M->A->B->count
M->A->B
M->A
M->A->C
M->A
M
M->B
M->B->D
M->B
M
M->B
M->B->D
M->B
M
<Termination>

HEADER

M

A,2

B,2

B,2

C,2

D,2

count, 2

count, 2

Figure 4.1. CCT corresponding to example call log.
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4.2 Space-Overhead

We first evaluate the space required by our data structures as a function of the number
of nodes. Figure 4.2 plots the number of nodes in DCT, CCT, CCU, HCCT φ2 and
ACCT for the sample applications. It is clear from Figure 4.2 that all our data
structures are smaller in size than DCT, suggesting that DCT is highly spaceinefficient. CCT is 2 to 3 times smaller in size than DCT for all the sample
applications used except AChess for which it is approx 26 times smaller in size than
its corresponding DCT. Although, CCT is much more compact than DCT, it contains
millions of nodes for large applications like Calender, Compiler.compiler and AChess.
HCCT and ACCT are always smaller in size as compared to CCT. Actually, HCCT’s
size depends on hot-context-threshold whereas ACCT’s size depends on sampling
rate. An ACCT can produce an absolute replica of CCT if each and every call is
sampled during tree construction. Figure 4.3 shows the size comparison of CCTs and
ACCTs for all Java applications sampling every method call for ACCT construction.
For the ACCT size shown in Figure 4.2, we have sampled every nth call (where n is
the depth of CCT for the respective benchmark, see Table 4.2) for each application,
where ACCT is multiple times smaller than CCT i.e. on an average one-fourth of the
complete CCT size. The sensitivity of HCCT to the threshold value φ is clear from
Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5 and Table 4.7 claim that φ provides a good tradeoff between
accuracy and space reduction respectively. That’s why φ should be selected in an
appropriate way to get the advantage of HCCT over CCT.

Normalized Number of Nodes

Space Overhead Comparison
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

DCT
CCT
CCU
HCCT φ2
ACCT

Figure 4.2 Data Structures size as a function of normalized nodes.
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Normalized Number of Nodes

Perfect Correlation
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

CCT
ACCT

Normalized Number of Nodes

Figure 4.3. CCT and ACCT correlation when ACCT was sampled at every call

500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

HCCT φ1
HCCT φ2

HCCT φ3

Figure 4.4. HCCT size or space overhead variation with respect to threshold.
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Achess
Compiler.compiler
Calender
XML.transform

CCT

Jreepad

HCCT φ3

Java2Html

HCCT φ2

Crypto.aes

HCCT φ1

Ekit
0

200

400

600

800

Normalized number of nodes

Figure 4.5. CCT size vs. HCCT size as a function of nodes.

4.3 Time-Overhead
We compare the time overhead incurred while constructing data structures for each
sample application in Figure 4.6. DCT construction time is higher than CCT across all
sample applications. According to performance hypothesis, DCT construction should
be faster than CCT because of lookup requirements at every method entry to access
the existing nodes in CCT. However, experimentally DCT construction is found to be
slower than CCT construction by a factor of 10-25% according to Figure 4.6.
The reason for this is as follows: The lookup time for a particular context is
negligible as compared to the time taken for the insertion of a new node. That’s why
for applications having a large number of duplicate contexts, CCT construction time is
quite less than the DCT construction time. CCT exhibits the worst case construction
time complexity when there are no duplicate contexts. In such a case, CCT
construction time will be much higher than the DCT construction time. But, as shown
in statistical Table 4.1 to Table 4.5, there is a large amount of duplicity in contexts for
all the sample applications, which is generally the case with modern GUI based
applications.
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Normalized Construction Time

Comparison of Time Overhead

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

CCU
DCT
HCCT φ2
CCT
ACCT

Figure 4.6. Time overhead to construct tree variants
CU construction is slowest for all sample applications, because CCU first requires the
DCT construction using up-pointers followed by the merging of redundant nodes. It
was found to be slower than CCT by a factor of 40-50%. HCCT too takes longer time
than CCT, because it requires time to construct CCT plus the time taken to prune the
complete CCT to get the HCCT on the basis of threshold φ. Like space overhead, the
time overhead of HCCT also depends on the φ value. Finally it is clear from Figure
4.6 that ACCT requires least construction time i.e. ACCT is fastest to construct. This
is primarily because ACCT is highly dependent on sampling rate and method entries
and exits are instrumented after a sampling cycle has completed, instead of sampling
each and every method entry exit as in CCT. But, maximum time taken for
constructing an ACCT might approach CCT if sampling occurs at every call.
Time overhead analyzed for extracting metrics like total packages accessed during
runtime, number of methods declared within a class, the number of classes during
runtime and total number of contexts in which a target method occurs according to
dynamic analysis is represented in Figure 4.7-4.10 respectively. Almost same
normalized relation is maintained in time overhead to extract other metrics also as per
our experiments. Here, DCT takes maximum time, CCT and CCU are comparable
and, ACCT and HCCT φ2 chosen by our experiments take lower time overhead to get
these metrics results, since their size is smaller and time overhead to get these results
depends on traversal overhead of that particular tree.
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Time overhead comparison to extract metric
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Figure 4.7. Time overhead comparison to extract no. of packages accessed at runtime.
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Figure 4.8. Time overhead comparison to extract no. of methods declared within a
target class.
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Time overhead to extract metric
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Figure 4.9. Time overhead comparison to extract number of classes
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Figure 4.10. Time overhead comparison to count the number of different contexts in
which a target method occurs.
4.4 Accuracy
The construction mechanism of these context sensitive data structures might affect the
accuracy of the metric values. Therefore to get the real picture, the time overhead
incurred while extracting the metric values must be complemented by the accuracy
analysis of these values. The values of metric defined in Chapter 3, evaluated from the
trees constructed using execution log of the sample applications are listed in Table 4.7
to 4.11. It is evident from the Tables 4.7-4.11 that the metric values evaluated from
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DCT, CCT and CCU are 100% accurate across all the sample applications. HCCT φ3
gives results similar to CCT for most of applications as shown in Figure 4.11. In case
of HCCT, whatever φ value we have the caller-callee relationship will be intact same
as in CCT. But, in ACCT, some of the least frequent and small size methods may
return while waiting for a sample to occur leaving no sign that they have occurred;
that’s why collected ACCT results may be inaccurate and misleading.
Table 4.7. Number of packages accessed during runtime.
Sample Applications

Actual Value

CCT

DCT

CCU

HCCT φ1

HCCT φ2

HCCT φ3

ACCT

Ekit

178

178

178

178

23

178

178

5

Crypto.aes

667

667

667

667

7

16

667

5

Java2Html

346

346

346

346

8

16

19

7

Jreepad

104

104

104

104

23

104

104

23

XML.transform

671

671

671

671

15

21

671

5

Calender

9479

9479

9479

9479

8

294

610

107

Compiler

1239

1239

1239

1239

68

146

611

5

Achess

295

295

295

295

10

30

59

7

Table 4.8. Number of classes accessed during runtime.
Actual Value

CCT

DCT

CCU

HCCT φ1

HCCT φ2

HCCT φ3

ACCT

Ekit

221

221

221

221

49

221

221

5

Cryptoaes

1119

1119

1119

1119

9

26

1119

5

Java2Html

1219

1219

1219

1219

11

30

43

7

Jreepad

445

445

445

445

34

142

142

23

XML.transform

142

142

142

142

9

31

1219

5

Calender

9601

9601

9601

9601

8

312

677

107

Compiler

7448

7448

7448

7448

1326

2889

6022

5

Achess

325

325

325

325

14

36

76

7

Sample Applications
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Table 4.9. Count of classes on which target class depends at runtime.
Actual Value

CCT

CCU

DCT

HCCT φ2

ACCT

Ekit

22

22

22

22

22

1

Crypto.aes

25

25

25

25

2

1

Java2Html

13

13

13

13

0

1

Jreepad

24

24

24

24

24

1

XML.transform

25

25

25

25

2

3

Calender

120

120

120

120

16

1

Compiler

25

25

25

25

2

1

Achess

16

16

16

16

1

1

Sample Applications

Table 4.10. Count of methods declared within a class according to dynamic analysis.
Actual Value

CCT

CCU

DCT

HCCT φ2

ACCT

Ekit

5

5

5

5

5

2

Crypto.aes

9

9

9

9

2

1

Java2Html

6

6

6

6

0

2

172

172

172

172

172

19

9

9

9

9

2

2

145

145

145

145

35

2

9

9

9

9

2

4

117

117

117

117

1

1

Sample Applications

Jreepad
XML.transform
Calender
Compiler.compiler
Achess

Table 4.11. The number of distinct contexts in which a particular method occurs.
Actual Value

DCT

CCT

CCU

HCCT φ2

ACCT

Ekit

6

6

6

6

6

0

Crypto.aes

82

82

82

82

0

0

Java2Html

3

3

3

3

0

0

Jreepad

20

76

20

20

18

0

XML.transform

219

454

219

219

0

0

Calender

6067

6067

6067

6067

0

0

Compiler.compiler

8509

9451

8509

8509

677

0

Sample Applications
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Accuracy comparison
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Figure 4.11. Number of packages in CCT vs. HCCT.
4.5 Result Summary
From the performance analysis study of five context sensitive profiling data
structures, following results have been drawn:


DCT and CCU incur higher construction time as compared to CCT variants.



CCU and CCT are having the same accuracy for various metrics since they
have almost the same number of nodes while differing only in the direction
of caller-callee pointers.



HCCT incurs low space-overhead as compared to other data structures, since
it represents only hot contexts.



Approximate CCT, as the name suggests is an approximation of CCT. Its
size and accuracy for capturing calling context depends upon the rate of
sampling. ACCT incurs minimum space-time overhead according to our
study. An ACCT with a low sampling rate fails to capture many of the
contexts leading to incomplete results. This is because during an ACCT
construction, while waiting for a next sampling cycle to occur one or more
methods defining a new calling context(/s) might well be pushed in and
popped out, leaving no relevant record in the tree. This further affects the
accuracy of metric values extracted from an ACCT.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Program analysis tools are extremely important in software development and
engineering. In particular, profilers are largely used to understand program behaviour
(e.g., identify critical sections of code), aid program optimization (i.e., make some
aspects of it work more efficiently or use fewer resources), and detect anomalies of
program execution or code injection attacks. The call graph constructed by many
performance profiling tools such as gprof does not accurately describe contextsensitive information, since it represents pairs of caller-callee routines rather than
maintaining a separate node for each call stack that a procedure can be activated with.
For this reason, context sensitive profiling data structures have been proposed in order
to offer an adequate representation of all calling contexts encountered during a
program's execution. Calling context profiling is a very powerful technique for
analyzing the dynamic interprocedural control flow of applications especially objectoriented programs, where polymorphism, dynamic libraries and late-binding increase
the importance of context sensitivity for analysis.
Calling context profiling has proved out to be extremely useful in program
understanding and optimization. Calling contexts can be organized in several ways,
such as Dynamic Call Tree (DCT), Calling Context Tree (CCT), Hot Calling Context
Tree (HCCT), Approximate CCT (ACCT) and Calling Context Uptree (CCU). This
work conducts a comparative performance analysis on all major calling context data
structures using a set of cohesion and coupling metrics at package, class and method
levels applied on a set of open source Java applications. In this thesis we presented the
experimental analysis results of our data structures: DCT, CCT, ACCT, HCCT and
CCU. The experiments aimed at statistically analyzing the space-time overhead and
accuracy of these context sensitive profiling structures. To carry out experimentation,
log files were generated using BCEL instrumentation to provide as input to these
profiling structures. Accuracy analysis was carried out using a defined metric set.
Conclusions of the work presented in the previous chapters are drawn in this chapter.
Following these conclusions, some points are mentioned on possible future work.

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions
Based on the results drawn in the previous chapter, we conclude the following:


Calling context profiling data structures facilitate dynamic analysis of
applications in order to investigate their behaviour using information gathered
during execution.



DCT gives the complete record of all method calls made during a program
execution. Each node represents a single method call and can precisely record
information about that call. CCT discards the redundant contexts present in
DCT, preserving the unique contexts. However it still manages to
accommodates all the information about these redundant contexts in its nodes.
In ACCT construction only sampled method entries and exits are
instrumented, which makes it cheaper than CCT. Hot Calling Context Tree
(HCCT) is a sub tree of CCT which consists of only hot nodes and their
ancestors. CCU has a mechanism to reduce the space overhead by merging the
redundant contexts.



CCU and CCT have the same accuracy for various defined metrics since they
have the same number of nodes while differing only in the direction of callercallee pointers.



We have shown that CCT reduces profiling overheads compared to CCU and
DCT, but still provides highest accurate results in capturing runtime metrics as
compared to all discussed data structures.



We have shown that stack-walking approach, creating ACCT, although
inexpensive, yields inaccurate results.



HCCT motivated by the observation that only a small fraction of calling
contexts are hot-contexts; space-efficiency can be improved with less sacrifice
in accuracy to optimize applications efficiently.



If we cannot compromise with the accuracy of our profiling, then on the basis
of time-space overhead graphs and accuracy tables, we can say that CCTs are
the best data structures for interprocedural control flow representation of any
program.
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5.2 Future Work
Some challenges were identified while carrying out this thesis work which could be
considered for the future work. These challenges are:


The performance of calling context profiling data structures has been carried
out only on a limited set of sample applications. Large applications must be
used to further carry out an in depth and detailed comparison.



All the experiments have been performed on a single platform. Scope for
carrying out experiments on wide variety of platforms exists as a part of future
work.



We have left some of the profiling structures like ParCCT and bursting based
profilers as a part of comparative study. These can be included in comparative
performance analysis further.



Data structures were constructed for log files of sample applications. A
comparative performance analysis can be carried out by constructing the same
data structures during runtime of sample applications.



Recursive applications have not been considered exclusively while
constructing these context sensitive profiling data structures. For recursive
applications, these profiling structures may be unbounded and can grow very
large. So some techniques can be suggested to handle recursion without
disturbing tree property of these data structures.
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